Concordia University Wrestling

Concordia University vs. Wayland Baptist University (TX) (Raven Duals)
Dec. 15, 2012
Ralph Nolan Gymnasium - Atchison, Kan.

FINAL: Wayland Baptist 33, Concordia 9

125  Justin Williamson (WBU) won by forfeit; TS 6-0
133  Marcus Romo (WBU) dec. Alex Stepanek (CNC), 6-4; TS 9-0
141  Chris Hart (WBU) dec. Chandler Brandert (CNC), 9-5; TS 12-0
149  John Mark Avila (WBU) dec. Brandon Starkey (CNC), 7-3; TS 15-0
157  Austin Starkey (CNC) dec. Bernie Gonzales (WBU), 10-7; TS 15-3
165  Chris Hunt (WBU) pinned Martin Dobler (CNC), 2:14; TS 21-3
174  Marc Backus (WBU) pinned Kale Hintz (CNC), 0:14, TS 27-3
184  Miguel Tovar (WBU) dec. Seth Crane (CNC), 11-4; TS 30-3
197  Cameron Bruce (CNC) won by forfeit; TS 30-9

Hwt.  Francisco Deleon (WBU) dec. Frank Ayala (CNC), 4-1; TS 33-9